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SUBUNITS IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. Volume 7. Part C. Edited by S.N. Timasheffand
G.D. Fasman. New York, Marcel Dekker Inc., 1975. 343 pp. $39.50.
This volume is the seventh in a series entitled "Biological Macromolecules" and the
third of a subseries on subunits in biological systems. There are four articles in this
volume: one by Nemethy onproteinfoldingandallostery, alengthyreviewofantibody
structure and function by Cathou and Dorrington, a chapter by Sund, Markam, and
Koberstein on glutamate dehydrogenase and a concluding article on polyribosome
structure by Malkin.
The volume is a potpourri. Were not one reminded by the book title that all the
systems discussed are constructed of subunits, one might suppose that the most
important factor holding the chapters together is the glue in the binding. To put it
another way, the chapters are independent.
This reviewer is conversant with only one of the topics covered, that of the last
chapter. Thisarticle reviews averyrestricted portion oftheribosome literature. Itdeals
not with the structure of the polyribosomes as its title suggests, but with studies on
enzymatic digestion of mRNA and nascent polypeptides bound to ribosomes. The
primary problem of the chapter is its datedness. There is only one reference in the
bibliography from 1973 and nothing later. I suspect that experts in the other areas
covered in the book would make similar comments. The chapter by Cathou and
Dorrington, for example, refers to therecent x-raydataonantibodies, butdoesn'tgive
ittheemphasis onewould expect wereitrewrittentoday. The point isthatthevalue ofa
volume such as this to the scientific public isverytimedependent. Itwouldappearthat
a substantial period elapsed between the date the manuscripts were submitted and the
date the volume appeared, which is a disservice to everyone, readers and authors.
I found I benefited much morefromthechapters dealingwithtopicsoutsidemyown
field (the amount of benefit seems inversely proportional to the degree of prior
acquaintance). The article on antibodies appeared particularly thorough and illumi-
nating. Thereview byNemethyissomewhat schizoid. It startswithageneraldiscussion
of the forces which stabilize protein structure and then reviews the kinetic and
thermodynamic theories of allosteric enzymes, an area which has seen some lively
controversies initsday. Thetwoareas areconnected, ofcourse, but noone knowsquite
how (even in the case ofhemoglobin). Nemethy is unable to connect them either. The
chapter on glutamate dehydrogenase appears to becomplete. Thisenzymeisofspecial
interest because it spontaneously polymerizes into linear arrays under some condi-
tions.
For the most part, the articles in this volume are well done, scholarly reviews. I
suspect that most readers approaching this book will do so because oftheir need for a
review ofonly one ofthe four areas covered, afact whichmayproveunfortunatefrom
the publisher's standpoint. The other problem the publisher will probablyhavetoface
is that several of the reviews are already out of date only one year after the book's
publication for reasons already described.
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